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News in Brief 
Human Development magazine offers 
expanded content online 
Human Development magazine, published by 
r-------------..., Regis University, recently 
HUMAN 
D~V~LOPM~NT 
expanded its online pres-
ence at www.regis.edu/hd 
The new Web pages 
include tables of contents, 
••·~"··-"'""' · '"""' sample articles, on line sub-
!,-...W.IIIWI:wll!----------1 scription functions and 
information about submit-
ting articles for publication. 
Established in 1980 
by Dr. James J. Gill, S.J., 
Human Development mag-
azine now is published by 
the University. The publica-
tion is most useful for indi-
viduals and organizations 
involved in whole-person 
developmen~ including those 
in relig ious leadership and formation, spiritual direction, 
pastoral care, and education. 
For more information about Human Development, 
contact Paul Brocker, associate vice president for 
University Relations, at 303-458-3542. 
Regis University becomes a presenting 
sponsor of ethics awards 
Regis University has become a presenting 
sponsor for the Denver Boulder Better Business 
Bureau 2004 Torch Award for Marketplace Ethics. 
The award is a prestig ious annual competition 
designed to recognize the willingness and efforts 
made by outstanding bus inesses to ensure the 
marketplace remains fair and honorable. 
Companies applying for the award should 
demonstrate a commitment to high ethical standards 
of behavior. A selection committee of volunteer 
judges comprised of Regis University faculty, 
independent of the BBB, wi ll review applications and 
select up to six finalists. 
Winners will be announced November 9. 
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Renovation brings back memories 
A lthough only one of two ph a e in the renovation of Main Hall is 
complete, this summer the re-opened and renovated third and fourth 
floors have brought memorie flo ding back for many Regi alumni. 
C losed for a lmost 30 year , the third and fourth floor have come to 
life with office and classroom , and many vi itor rekindling memories 
or making new one . 
The Regis High chool Cla f 194 2, many who went on to 
graduate from Regis Univer ity, ften after a tint in the service, 
gathered for a reunion in July in the ld chapel on the third floor. 
"I lived upstairs on the fourth fl r," recall Ed Hutchin on, RC '49, 
who was a boarder during high chool. "The long dorm had beds on 
bo th sides and there was one prefect d wn on one end of the dom1 and 
the next prefect was way over by the ta ir ro the artie. For three years 
I sat there in that fir t bed next to th prefect." 
Tom Phelan , RC '48, remember the di cipline, and the Jesuits who 
made sure the student were tudying and working hard. "If you got 
punished at school, you'd go home and our parent would punish you 
again." 
Father Ed Maginnis, .]., alumni chaplain, ha hi own memories of 
Main H all, having lived there with the Je uit community. "I remember 
in the northeast corner of the top fl r I could look out and see the 
lights. Westminster was a tiny oval of light when I arrived and when 
we moved out there were light everywhere." 
The second phase of the Main Hall project will renovate the entire 
build ing, inside and out. That pha e will begin when funding is secured 
through "The Campaign for Reoi Univer ity, Writing the Next 
C hapter." 
.. .................... .. ...... .. .................................................................................................................................................................................... .. .... More News 
Carroll Hall renovation halfway complete 
The $5.7 million renovation of Carroll Hall is halfway to completion, according to Rachael 
Bray, physical faci lities project manager. 
Turning the 1 920s era building into a modern faci lity appropriate for the Rueckert-Hariman 
School for Health Professions has required shifting faculty and classrooms across campus 
during the work. Faculty and classrooms for the Loretto Heights Department of Nursing moved 
first, into Main Hall and O'Sullivan Center, and wi ll move back during fall 2004 semester. 
While new doors, carpet and paint are the most obvious differences, a new air conditioning 
system, improved plumbing and restroom facil ities, and upgraded electrical and Internet 
connections have been installed at the garden level and on fl oors th ree and four. Regis College 
facu lty who have offices on the first and second f loors wi ll move into Main Hall and O'Sullivan 
Center while those floors are renovated. 
Also finished is the new computer lab classroom on the second f loor, in what used to be 
the Columbine Room. The new lab, which will be used by health professions and computer 
science programs, will accommodate 1 2-14 students per class. 
Outside, a new handicap ramp and stairwell have been installed on the south end of the 
building, and the Hopkins garden and patio on the east side boast new landscaping, ready for 
the installation of a Gerard Manley Hopkins, S.J., statue later this year. 
The building renovation shou ld be complete by January 2005. 
University Relations adds new AVP Regis earns 1Oth consecutive top school ranking 
Father Tom Curran, O.S.F.S., became associate 
vice president of Un iversity Relations and assistant 
to the president of Reg is Univers ity on August 1. 
Father Cu rran previously was pres ident of 
Salesianum School in Wilmington, Deleware, for 
seven years and executive director of Nativity Prep, 
also in Wilmington. 
For the 1Oth consecutive year, U.S. News & World Report has ranked Regis 
University a top school in the West. The magazine annually ranks universities and 
colleges throughout the United States in its guidebook America's Best Colleges. 
In his new posit ion, Father Curran serves as a 
sen ior fu ndraiser who is responsible for managing 
the University's development program, including the 
day-to-day management of the campaign. 
The native of Ph iladelph ia became a professed 
member of Oblates of St. Francis de Sales, a Roman 
Catholic religious community of priests and brothers, 
in 1 977. He was ordained a Roman Catholic priest in 
1984 and admitted to the Pennsylvania Bar in 1 992. 
His education includes an MBA from St. 
Joseph's University, J D from The Catholic University 
of America, master of arts degrees from Georgetown 
University and DeSales School of Theology, and a 
bachelor of arts f rom DeSales University. 
Among his numerous professional experiences 
are positions as president of Northeast Catholic High 
School for Boys in Philadelphia; clerkship of Supenor 
Court of Pennsylvania; a lecturer in politics at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Ph iladelphia and Holy 
Family College in Ph iladelph ia; and social studies 
instructor at Father Judge High School in 
Philadelph ia. 
Regis earned number 26 this year in "Best Universities - Masters;' the 
category for universities that offer a full range of undergraduate 
degrees, some master's degrees and a few doctoral 
degrees. The category is divided into four geographic 
regions. 
Categories used in the ranki ng formula 
are peer assessment, graduation and retention 
rates, facu lty resources (which includes student 
access to faculty), student selectivity, financial 
strength of the institution and alumni giving, 
which indicates a judgment about value from the 
graduates of the school. 
"Overall, Regis has a student/facu lty ratio of 
8-to-1, and 90 percent of our classes have fewer 
than 20 students. As the University continues to 
experience record growth in all three schools, this is quite 
an accomplishment;' said University Provost Allan L. Service. 
The overall ranki ng system rests on a fou ndation of quanti tative 
measures considered re liable indicators of academic quality by education experts 
and the magazine's nonpartisan view of what matters in education. The ranks of 
the top schools are designated by number, fol lowed by lower-tiered schools in 
alphabetical order. 
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Trustee News 
Jack Box named new chair of the Board 
John P. ·~ack" Box, RC '68, has been named the new chair 
of the Regis University Board of 
Trustees. He succeeds Martin Hart, 
RC '57. 
Box is president and chief 
executive officer of Fredrick Ross 
Company, one of Denver's oldest and 
largest full-service commercial real 
estate companies. Box also is one of 
Denver's most respected commercial 
real estate practitioners, recognized 
as a creative, highly profess ional 
broker. 
As a co-owner of the Ross 
Company, he has run the firm since 
1988. Box said one of the best moments of his career was surviv-
ing the great real estate depress ion of the 1 980s and "emerg ing 
with a stronger, more valuable company:' 
Box's expertise in the real estate bus iness has earned him a 
wealth of honors. In 1980, 1984, 1985 and 1 989 he received the 
Denver Board of Realtors commercial salesperson of the year 
award for the highest sales volume in the Denver area. 
Box has been involved at Regis University, serving on the Board 
of Trustees and as a Regent, and participating as a member of "The 
Campaign for Regis University" Campaign Cabinet and the Reg is 
University Forum on the Future. 
He and his wife, Vicki (Bedont), LHC '68, live in Greenwood 
Village and have five children. 
Martin Hart completes board service 
Margaret Hartman named vice chair of the Board 
Margaret (Rueckert) Hartman, LHC '67, has been named vice 
chair of the Regis University Board of 
Trustees. 
Hartman earned a bachelor of 
science in nursing from Loretto 
Heights College, and has been a 
trustee of Regis University smce 
October 2000. She and her husband, 
Doyle, are owners of Doyle Hartman, 
Oil Operator. 
She was born in New Haven, 
Connecticut, and spent her younger 
years in Orange, Connecticut, then 
southeastern Florida. In 1963, she 
graduated from Rosarian Academy in 
West Palm Beach, Florida. After graduation from Loretto Heights, 
Margaret and Doyle married and moved with the Atlantic Richfield 
Company to Casper, Wyoming, where their four ch ildren were born. 
While in Casper, Hartman worked at Casper's Natrona Coun~ 
Hospital as a charge nurse in the extended care unit 
Most recently, she has focused on monitoring financial assets, 
and assisting in meeting the numerous significant challenges 
presented to the internally f inanced, family-owned oil and gas 
production business by the deregulation and commoditization of 
natural gas. 
Last year, the Hartmans gave Reg is University $5.7 mill ion to 
fund the renovation of Carroll Hall. 
The Hartmans live in Midland, Texas. They have four children 
and three grandsons. Son Tim is a 1994 graduate of Regis. 
Martin T. Hart, RC '57, has completed three consecutive three-year terms on the Board of Trustees. He served as chair of the Board from 
March 31, 2000, to April 16, 2004, when Jack Box, RC '68 took over the reins. 
"Martin's combination of humility, enthusiasm and ene;gy has made a tremendous impact on the Board of 
Trustees;' said Father Michael J . Sheeran, S.J ., pres ident of Reg is University. "Whether through his time, hiS 
professional expert ise or his financial support, Martin 's deep caring about the University reflects an individual who 
wants the best for his alma mater, and the concern and pass ion of someone who will do whatever it takes to 
continue the advancement of Reg is University." 
Hart graduated summa cum laude from Regis with an accounting degree in 1957. He currently is president 
of M~rtln T. Hart Investments of Denver. He served on the University's Forum on the Future. 
In addition to his service on the board, Martin made many important contributions that improved the 
campus, Including fund ing The Arboretum, a gift that has changed Reg is University's campus environment for the 
better forever;' Father Sheeran added. 
Another visible reminder of Hart's contributions to Regis is the statue of James Joyce that now stands on the 
lawn of the Coors Life Dlreclions Center. Hart commissioned renowned Irish artist Rowan Gillespie to create the 
H k
. d b h. d C lal rtH follr Regis. He also has commissioned Gillespie to create a statue of Gerard Manley Hopkins, S.J., for the 
op 1ns gar en e 1n arro a . 
Hart's service to the University isn 't ending wi th his tenure on th B d H . · · t 
e oar . e contmues to serve on the Campa1gn Cab1ne · 
/ 
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Edwin J. Feulner Jr. 
Dr. Edwin J. Feulner Jr., RC '63, is 
return ing to the Board of Trustees after a 
three-year hiatus. He has been president 
of the Heri tage Foundation, a conservative 
research and educational institute in 
Washington, D.C., since 1977. He formerly 
served in senior posi t ions in the executive 
and legis lative branches of the federal 
government. 
He graduated from Regis with a 
degree in bus iness administration and 
accounting, later attending Georgetown 
University, the Wharton School of the Univers ity of Pennsylvania 
(MBA), the London School of Economics (Richard M. Weaver 
Fellow) and the University of Edinburgh (Ph.D.). 
Feulner has written several books and feature articles in major 
newspapers, including the New York Times, Washington Post, Los 
Angeles Times and Wall Stre et Journal, and is publisher of Policy 
Review. In addition, he writes a weekly syndicated column that 
appears in more than 500 newspapers. He was awarded the 
Presidential Citizens Medal by President Ronald Reagan in 1989. 
He and his wi fe, Linda, have two chi ldren. Son Edwin Feulner Ill 
is a 1994 graduate of Regis. 
Charles "Chuck" J. Murphy Sr. 
Ch uck Murphy, RC '57, recently was 
elected to the Board of Trustees. He 
graduated from Regis wi th a bachelor of 
science in sociology and is president of 
Murphy Constructors of Colorado Springs, 
a company he founded in 1968. 
Through the years, Murphy has been 
involved with Regis Un iversity, serving on 
the Forum on the Future, the Task Force 
on Physical Faci lities and the National 
Commiss ion on the Future of Regis 
College. 
Two of his children, Charles J r., RC '81 , and Maureen, RC '88/ 
MAE '97, graduated from Regis University, and his wife, Mary Lou, is 
a Loretto Heights College nursi ng alum. 
Originally from the Chicago area, Murphy also attended the 
John Marshall Law School in Chicago and worked in real estate 1n 
Illinois. 
In Colorado he is known for the quality of historical restoration 
performed by his firm, earning accolades over the years from publi-
cations such as Colorado Springs Style and the Colorado Spnngs 
Business Journal. 
Martin "Marty" J. Schmitz 
Marty Schmitz, RC '79, recently was 
elected to the Board of Trustees. 
Graduating from Regis with a bachelor of 
science in accounting, economics and 
bus iness administration, he currently 
serves as president for Citywide Banks of 
Colorado, Inc., Holding Company. Citywide 
Banks was founded in 1963 by his father, 
Vince, RC '49. Prior to joining the family 
business, Schmitz worked for 18 years in 
commercial real estate investment and 
acquisition. 
Citywide Banks currently have eight 
locations throughout the Denver Metro area. The Citywide Banks 
organization specializes in commercial and business lending for 
small- and medium-size businesses throughout the Denver Metro 
area. It is one of the largest independent holding companies in 
Colorado. 
Schmitz served on Reg is' Forum on the Future. He also is a 
member of the Regis University Athletic Hall of Fame with the 
1977-78 basketball team. 
Richard H. Truly 
Richard Truly, a former astronaut and 
NASA administrator, recently was elected 
to serve on the Board of Trustees. He had 
been serving as an honorary member of 
the Board and chaired Reg is' Forum on the 
Future. 
He is the former director of 
the Department of Energy's National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory and 
previously was vice president of the 
Georgia Institute of Technology, and direc-
tor of the Georgia Tech Research Institute. 
Truly served as NASA's eighth 
administrator, 1989-1992. His career in aviation and space 
programs of the U.S. Navy and NASA spanned 35 years before he 
retired as a vice admiral. His astronaut career included work in the 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory program and NASJ\'s Apollo, Skylab, 
Apollo-Soyuz and Space Shuttle programs. He commanded the 
Challenger in the first night launch/landing mission of the space 
shuttle program, and in 1986, he led the investigation of the 
Challenger accident. He received the Presidential Citizens Medal 
from President Ronald Reagan in 1989. 
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Father Robert L. Niehoff, S.J. 
Father Robert L. Niehoff, S.J., recently was elected to the Board of Trustees for Regis 
University. Father Niehoff is vice pres ident fo r planning and budget and associate provost at the 
University of San Francisco. 
Prior to his current position, Father Niehoff served as associate dean and assistant 
professor in the University of San Francisco School of Education. He has served in a variety of 
professional positions including: assoc iate director for Mater Dei Institute for Ministry Training; 
assistant to the vice president for student life at Gonzaga University; rector for the Manresa 
Jesuit Community in Spokane; f inancial/ budget analyst at Gonzaga; chief financial officer at the 
Archdiocese of Nassau, The Bahamas; assistant t reasurer in the Provincial Office, Oregon 
Province; treasurer at the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley; and business manager and 
algebra teacher at Bellarmine Preparatory School in Tacoma, Washington. 
He currently is serving on the board of trustees for Saint Louis University, Pacific Graduate 
School of Psychology and Wheel ing Jesuit University. 
He earned a Ph.D. in educational leadership from Gonzaga University, a MBA from the University of Washington, a 
masters of divinity S.T.M. from the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley, and a bachelor of arts in philosophy from 
Gonzaga University. 
Jo Ann Rooney 
council. 
Jo Ann Rooney recently was elected to the Board of Trustees for Regis University. Rooney 
is president of Spalding University in Louisvi lle, Kentucky. 
She earned a master of laws (LLM), the legal profession's highest academic degree, from 
Boston University's School of Law. She also holds a juris doctor from Suffolk University Law 
School and a bachelor of science in business administration (summa cum laude) from Boston 
University. 
Rooney became president of Spalding Universi ty last year after serving since 1994 as chief 
counsel, chief operating officer, ch ief financial officer and partner of The Lyons Companies in 
Waltham, Massachusetts. 
She serves on the boards of Kentuckiana Metroversity, the Louisville Science Center, the 
Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities, the Catholic Education 
Foundation, the Housing Partnership, Greater Louisville, Inc. Health Enterprises Network and the 
Bostonian Group. A parishioner in Louisvi lle's Holy Trinity Church, she is a member of the parish 
Rooney is an avid sailor, havi ng sailed and crewed on everything from a modern sloop and wooden schooners to the 
Australian tall ship Endeavour. She has participated in numerous triathlons and loves to mountain bike. 
Annual report retires from service 
The Regis University Annual Report, which includes the Honor Roll of Donors, will not 
be published this year. This magazine-style publ ication typical ly has been mailed to 
donors and alumni of the University each fall. 
By not producing, printing and mailing th is publ ication, the University will save 
thousands of dollars this year. 
"We believe this is better stewardship of the University's resou rces and 
those who contribute to Regis;' said Julie Crockett, SPS '0 1, vice president for 
University Relations, when making the announcement. 
Publications such as the campaign newsletter and the magazine wil l be used 
to keep alumni, donors, students and friends of the University informed about 
happenings at Regis. 
"The University is grateful for all those who have contributed to Regis in th t 
year:' Crockett added. "We could not continue to provide the best poss'bl d etpas 
. . . 1 e e uca 1on 1n 
the Jesu1t trad1tlon for our students without the support of our donors." 
Fall2004 
Marie Milliken's life set an example in RHSHP and beyond 
Dr. Marie Milliken, founding dean of the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions and Loretto Heights Department of 
Nursing at Regis, was fond of telling others: "My dears, we'll get 
through this and come out stronger. 
Everything will be fine." 
It was a message that resonated loud 
and clear to those seeking her advice or who 
were obviously in need. It was a message 
that offered hope when there didn't seem to 
be any. 
So it was fitting that Father Michael J. 
Sheeran, S.J., president of Regis University, 
used that phrase throughout the homily 
he delivered August 16, 2004, during a 
memorial service honoring Milliken. 
Milliken died August 9 following an 
automobile accident. Her husband, Gordon, 
was inJured. 
"All of us at Regis University are forever 
grateful to Marie for bringing the very best 
of Loretto Heights, with its spirit of 
competence and compassion, to the Regis 
University programs," said Father Sheeran. 
Milliken was professor and dean emeri-
ta at Reg1s University. In 1 988 when Loretto Heights College 
closed, Regis University transferred several programs, including 
nursing, to the Reg is Lowell campus. Milliken was appointed aca-
demic dean for Health Care Management Programs, and served as 
dean until her retirement in 1 991. 
Her sterling career began in the early 1 950s as a public health 
nurse for the District of Columbia Health Department. From there it 
was on to St. Luke's Hospital School of Nursing as an instructor, a 
part-time public health nurse for Tri-County District Health 
Department in Colorado, and director and assistant director of the 
Colorado Consortium of Research Development before moving on 
to Loretto Heights College in 1 968. While at Loretto Heights 
Milliken served in a variety of positions, including professor, program 
director in nursing, associate vice president for Academic Affairs 
and vice president for Academic Affairs. 
Along the journey, Milliken earned a Ph.D. in administration in 
higher education from the University of Denver, a master of science 
in psychiatric/mental health nursing from the University of Colorado, 
a master in nursing from Yale University School of Nursing, and a 
bachelor's degree from Colby Col lege in Maine. 
She also earned a variety of honors testifying to her 
professional excellence, including the Distinguished Alumnae Award 
from Yale University School of Nursing in 1991 and the Kathryn 
Smith Laestreto Mentor Award from the Alpha Kappa Chapter of 
Sigma Theta Tau, the nursing honor society. 
She was active in national and state 
activities relating to professional nursing 
and higher education activities. Among her 
many positions was being appointed by the 
governor in 1989 to the Colorado State 
Board of Registration for Professional 
Engineers and Land Surveyors as a public 
member. She chaired that board 1 993-
1995. 
But there is much more to Milliken's 
life than her professional accompl ishments. 
"Most people don't know how much 
she did outside of work," said one of her 
daughters, Karen Milliken. "She was a 
giving person who was always thinking 
about other people:' 
Father Sheeran shared several stories 
about Milliken during his homily that 
clearly ~isplayed her caring and giving 
personality. 
"She focused on her capacity for 
others;' Father Sheeran said. "Like the runaway teen who showed up 
at the door. She took him in and fed him and gave him a bed and 
helped him contact his parents. Or there were the little things, like 
when she knew you were coming to visit, she made sure to buy the 
brand of coffee you liked:' 
On the Loretto Heights faculty, Milliken became a mentor and 
mother to younger faculty. "She could meet you in the hall, divine 
from your face that it had been a bad day, and ask you in to talk as 
she mostly listened;' Father Sheeran continued. "And young faculty 
went in just to hear her say, 'My dear, everything will be 
fine:" 
Milliken was an avid reader, loved to travel and loved to garden. 
Flowers, corn, potatoes and her favorite tomatoes grew in the 
garden. Her favorite places to travel included Hawaii, England, Spain 
and Italy. 
Karen Milliken wants others to know that her mother "loved the 
moment, loved life and made the best of every moment. She always 
said that she was doing exactly what she wanted at that very 
moment:' 
Milliken leaves behind her husband of 52 years, Gordon; two 
daughters, Karen and Anne; two sons, David and Douglas; and a 
granddaughter, Lydia. 
Academic News 
Charlie Brase c:=:u:uu=:TE~. rewarding career at Regis and with successful textbook 
Under the tutelage of Dr. Charles Brase, Regis College math professor emeritus, the everyday implications of the basic concepts behind 
the risk vs. reward analysis of variance seem easily understood by even the most challenged statistics student. 
Statistics' risk to reward ratio helps answer the question : "What are the risks associated with something if you go down different roads, 
and what could I get out of it;' Brase explains. 
Although he retired this spring, students at Regis and beyond will continue to learn from and be inspired by Brase, thanks to an 
introductory textbook for college statistics, Understandable S tatistics, written by 
Brase and his wife, Corrine, who teaches math at Arapahoe Community College. 
Houghton Mifflin publ ished the first edition in 1977, and the Brases are 
finishing work on the eighth edition. 
"We write based on classroom experience and what works in the classroom,' 
Brase says. "We've tried to make it accessible and meaningful." 
Clearly they have succeeded in that endeavor. The book recently hit 
Houghton Mifflin's Top 1 0 bestseller list. 
Brase jokes that when he first heard Understandable Statistics was a 
Houghton Mifflin bestseller, he was really impressed, especially considering ifs 
also the publisher of The Lord of the Rings. 
"Then I came back to earth" to realize it was in the publisher's college 
division. 
Being on that Top 1 0 list is no small feat in itself, however. As many as 450 
schools, from Harvard to private high schools, have used the Brases' book. 
"We count ourselves as blessed and thank the Lord for these books,' Brase 
says. 
The eighth edition wi ll go high-tech, with a great deal of supplementary material created by the publisher, such as an e-book that wi ll 
include the Brases' standard textbook with additional sidebars, computer simulations of the theory in the book, learning activities that are 
similar to tests and streaming video of lectures by someone in Florida. 
"I guess they were afraid I would insert too many of my jokes;' Brase says. 
But that easy humor and soft approach is part of what makes statistics so understandable to his students. 
He reassures frightened students in his introductory statistics class: "If you've driven from Reg is to downtown Denver without getting 
any dents, you've done something far more complicated than anything we'll do~ 
In the classroom and in the textbook, Brase also makes sure students are given real -life examples. "We want as interesting applications 
as possible so the students wil l think 'maybe this is something worth learning: " 
The book is peppered with such real -world analysis as tectonic plate movement in the Pacific Ocean; sports; fisheries and the depletion 
of fish off the banks of Nova Scotia; and the Hill of Tara where ancient Irish kings were buried. 
Brase relied on Reg is colleagues for interesting information used in the book, including data from studies about fish and rodents from 
retired professor Gary Rank; lizards and aphids from biology professor Harry Taylor; and the Rat Ol iimpics conducted by Gene Delay's psy-
chology classes. 
A past chair of the Regis College Mathematics Department, Brase came to Regis in 1976 and upon his retirement this spring was 
awarded professor emeritus status by the president of the University. That doesn't mean he will be leaving Regis altogether, however. He 
continues to serve on the faculty/staff committee for "The Campaign for Regis University," and is considering other ways he can give back 
to Regis, such as teaching an introductory course at no cost to give a professor time for curriculum development or publishing. 
"Regis has been very good to me, so anything I could do for Reg is I will;' he says. 
And he doesn't think very long about the risk to reward ratio for that. 
Read more about it online at www.regis.edu/news 
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New faculty for Fall 2004 Leadership studies launched 
As enrollment continues to grow in all three schools of Regis University, faculty 
numbers also are increasing to ensure that the facu lty to student ratio remains low 
and the personal attention that is such a hallmark of the Universi ty remains. New 
full-t ime faculty for fall 2004 are: 
A new leadership studies program that 
incorporates an academic minor and 
leadership activities certification is being 
launched in Regis College this fall, after a 
year of review and planning. Regis College 
Dr. Joan Armon 
Education 
Dr. Heidi Barker 
Education 
Dr. Thomas Bowie 
Honors, director 
Julia Brumbaugh 
Religious Studies 
Dr. Mary Beth Callie 
Communication 
Dr. Obdulia Castro 
Languages/Spanish 
Dr. Suzanne Caulk 
Mathematics 
Janna Goodwin 
Communication 
School for Professional Studies 
Undergraduate Program 
Terence Brennan 
Business 
Denise Duncan 
Computer Information Systems 
Graduate Programs 
Lauren Arnold 
MBA 
Barbara Getter 
Master of Science in Management 
Dr. JoLynne Reynolds 
MLS Licensed Professional 
Counselor, chair 
Dr. Pat Sablatura 
Licensed M LS Professional 
Counselor 
Teacher Education 
Patrick Lowenthal 
Graduate, On line 
Dr. Michael Camelio 
Graduate 
Dr. Russe ll Henderson 
Graduate, Fast Forward Program 
Don Joiner 
Graduate, Fast Forward Program 
Rueckert-Hartman School for 
Health Professions 
Karen Pennington 
Loretto Heights Dept. of Nu rs ing 
Marcia Gilbert 
Loretto Heights Dept. of Nursing 
Victoria Hall 
Loretto Heights Dept. of Nursing 
Dr. Mary Proksch 
Loretto Heights Dept. of Nursing 
Dr. Marcia B. Smith 
Physical Therapy 
Although leadership programs have 
been offered off and on in the College for 
15 years, the all-new program takes a 
two-pronged approach with an aim for 
broad appeal, explained Dr. Sally Spencer-
Thomas, director of the Leadership 
Development Program. 
The 12-credit-hour minor in 
leadership studies is "academic, rigorous 
and formal, " Spencer-Thomas said. 
Students must take 12 credit hours in the 
minor, plus a prerequisite seminar in the 
spring of their sophomore year or fall of 
their junior year. It includes two electives, 
a leadership internship and a capstone 
project. 
The more informal component is 
certification in leadership activities. To be 
certified, students must participate in two 
activities in each of four areas: outdoor 
leadership adventures; workshops and 
seminars; learning from experts; and 
community service and social justice. 
The reason for the two-pronged 
approach is simple: "We wanted a program 
that would appeal to a wide variety of 
students," Spencer-Thomas said. "We 
wanted it to be very accessible. A lot of 
students who excel academically don't 
necessarily see themselves as leaders." 
A maximum of 20 students will be 
accepted for the academic minor program 
and selection is through an application 
process. As many as 60 students 
EADERS IP may participate in the L leadership activities portion of 
e V E L 0 P M E N T P R 0 G R A M the program, which simply 
REGIS UNJVE SJTY requires a . registra~ion process. 
For more mformanon, contact 
Spencer-Thomas at 303-458-4323 or 
sspencer@regis.edu. 
Academic News 
SPS offers new undergraduate degree 
in public administration 
More than 180,000 people in the Denver metro area work in 
public sector jobs such as government service, police and elective 
office. Regis University's School for Professional Studies now is 
offering an undergraduate degree in public administration - the 
only undergraduate program in the field in the state. Developed 
out of the Business Department, the degree came about based on 
many requests from federal, state and local governmental 
managers and elected officials for such an education 
program for themselves and their employees. 
"Interviews of public administration leaders as we were 
developing this program found a clear association with Regis in 
providing a values-centered as well as applied theory education," 
said Faculty Chair Don Schierling. 
The new degree is ideal for current governmental employees; 
school administrators; non-profit leaders considering partnering 
with governmental entities; government-oriented vendors or 
outsourcers; elected officials; or anyone considering running for 
elective office, Schierling said. 
Those interested in the 
program but who do not want the 
full degree may take a series of six 
classes from the program for an 
undergraduate certificate. This 
would be ideal for those who may 
already have an undergraduate 
degree or who may have financial 
difficulties - few government 
employees have any kind of tuition 
assistance programs. 
Some of the certificate and 
required degree classes are: 
economics of the public sector vs. 
private sector vs. households; 
public policy making and 
implementation; partnering with 
communities and business; and entrepreneurship in government. 
Also offered are classes in leadership principals, conflict manage-
ment, project management, employment law and other areas of 
relevant study. 
For more information about the program, call 800-967-3237, 
extension 4300. 
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Irish connection strengthened in SPS 
Regis University's School for Professional Studies 
has signed two agreements with universities in 
Ireland and Northern Ireland to offer international 
education. 
An agreement with the National Un iversity of 
Ireland, Galway has been expanded to offer a master's 
degree in software engineering and information sys-
tems. The first class began August 30, initially limited to 
students from the United Kingdom because of a grant 
from its government. It wil l go international in January 
2005 when American students have the opportunity to 
thesis. 
sign up (there's 
already one 
American student 
enrolled). 
It's a joint pro-
gram, but not a joint 
degree. Students 
from around the 
world will decide 
which University 
they want their 
degree to be from 
- if they choose 
Reg is they will do a 
final project; if they 
choose N U I they 
will write a research 
A certificate in Irish studies continues in 
cooperation with the National University of Ireland, 
Galway. 
A joint degree program with the University of Ulster 
in Northern Ireland will offer students a master of 
science in international management, with the degree 
awarded from both schools. That program kicks off 
October 11 and is open to students from around the 
world. There has been a great deal of interest, accord-
ing to Steve Berkshire, associate dean, SPS Graduate 
Programs. 
"We developed half of the curriculum and they 
developed half of the curriculum; Berkshire said. 
All of the courses are taught online and in English. 
For more information about any of the Irish 
programs, call SPS at 800-967-3237, extension 4300. 
Alumni Feature 
Maximizing personal service to students 
Paul Max, RC '69, vividly remembers pulling up in front of his 
dorm at Regis in August 1965 as an 18-year-old freshman and 
catching his first glimpse of the school that would become his home. 
He hadn't seen it before that first day of school, having chosen it 
while a high school student at Chaminade College Preparatory in St. 
Louis on the recommendation of Father Dan Campbell, S.J., and 
Father Jim Reinert, S.J., who were f riends of the family. 
'I was the baby of my family, so they told me it was really essen-
tial that I get at least one time zone away f rom 
my family,' he says. "I was very much a mama's 
boy and had a bad track record when leaving 
home for camp." 
But he survived and in fact thrived at Regis, 
becoming president of the student body his 
senior year and being recognized in Who's 
Who in American Colleges and Universities. 
Now it's his turn to recommend Regis to future 
freshmen, passing along the personal 
attention that led him to the Universi ty in the 
first place. 
On July 18, 1977, Max again pu lled up in 
front of Regis, this time as an admissions coun-
selor for Regis College. Today, he shares w ith 
students what Reg is is all about as 
associate director of Regis College Admissions. 
Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska and 
Ohio. 
Understandably, there's a lot of turnover and burnout in the 
college recruitment industry, but Max's enthusiasm for Regis and for 
students carries him through. 
He also says he couldn't keep up a schedule like that without 
the support of his wife, Renie, although now that her sons, John and 
Steve Arnot, have both graduated from Regis she sometimes can 
travel with Max. 
"I've been blessed," he says. "My wife is 
understanding and I've enjoyed my work." 
He still does things the "old-fashioned" way, 
with personal vis its, handwritten notes, greeting 
cards and phone calls. "I'm a dinosaur," he jokes, 
showing his filing system of handwritten index 
cards stored in cardboard boxes by state. 
Max graduated from Regis with a classical 
bachelor of arts in English, wi th a minor in 
' 
secondary education and philosophy, in 1969. 
He attended his 35th class reunion this fall. 
"It was a small school and a great opportu-
nity for me;' Max explains. "I was not a good 
test-taker- today I would be in the Commitment 
Program." 
But the care and concern of his professors 
helped him, he says. Before returning to work at 
Regis, he earned master's degrees in theology 
from St. Thomas Seminary and in counseling 
and guidance from the University of Denver. 
'I meet students and their parents and 
attempt to establish a relationship, to get to 
know them and see if there's a match with 
what they want out of co llege," he says. 
'I really bel ieve in our mission, the Cathol ic 
Jesuit ph ilosophy and what we do here." Paul Max, RC '69 
Max always is humble about his contribu-
tions, but others are quick to recognize his work 
That shows in the number of students he 
recruits every year for Regis College. 
'The little girl - young woman - across the street from the 
house I grew up in just graduated f rom Regis;' Max says. 
That house has in fact played a role in telling people 
about Reg is - he used it for events while his parents were 
living there until 1998. "It's a very personal touch;' he says. 
Personal attention and caring is at the core of who Max is. He 
can't walk across the Lowell campus without being recognized and 
greeted by scores of students. 
'With a couple of fami lies, I've worked wi th the parents and then 
their kids,' he says. "I have no plans to leave - I would l1ke to do 
another 27 years. This is home." 
Max spends almost 1 00 days a year on the road, talking to 
students, parents and high school counselors; attending college 
fairs; and hosting events. He's logged 884,752 miles on United 
Airlines since 1982 and earned a lifet ime plat inum membership with 
Marriott hotels while covering a te rri tory that now includes Missouri, 
and caring. The Great Plains Association for 
College Admission Counseling three times honored him, with a 
certificate of appreciation in 1997 and for outstanding service and 
dedication in 2002 and 2004. 
Regis also has recognized his devotion. He received the 
President's Service Award in March 2003, which is awarded to one 
employee a year for having a positive attitude about Regis who "has 
demonstrated dedication and delivery of superior service to 
students, peers, faculty and staff, above and beyond the expected 
responsibility of his position:' 
In add ition he serves on "The Campaign for Regis University" 
Campaign Cabinet. 
A couple of weeks before school began this fall, Max attended 
a send-off party in St. Louis for new freshmen from the area, then 
was ready to hit the road "and start the process all over again:' 
"When school starts the baton is really handed off to the 
faculty and staff;' he says. "I believe in this deeply, in the good th ings 
that happen in young people's lives here at Regis:' 
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Pioneering effort for adult learners transforms Regis 
In 1979, then-President David M . C larke, S.J., presided over a student body of 1,100. Today, Regis University serves more 
than 16,000 students . In 25 years, the University has transformed. How did this happen? And why? 
A large part of the answer is that Father C larke and his successor, President Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., followed the Jesuit 
model of innovation to open academic opportunity to adults who were looking for a new educational experience to prepare them 
for a changing world. 
"When we started doing it, nobody was doing it the way it needed to 
be done," said Father Clarke, back in 1993. 
In fact, the higher education industry had noted since the 1950s that 
the dynamic of the American economy would alter the way adults would 
construct careers, which wou ld requ ire continuing academic achievement 
throughout a person' lifetime. T he problem was that there was only 
one higher education model, honed since the 19th century: young, 
impres ionable minds learning from professors who served as lecturers 
and mentors. In the latter half of the 20th centu ry, students in their 30s, 
with life experience and formed opinions, were "shoe-horned " into such 
classe , with mixed success . 
In 1978, Father Clarke hired one of the pioneers of educational 
theory related to adult education methods, John Brennan , to create a 
program de igned for working adu lts at Regis. Brennan , a former 
Christian Brother, had spent his life working with adult learners and 
discovering how they processed information , which was different from the 
18- to 22-year-old just out of h igh school. Brennan , as dean of special 
programs, designed not just continuing ed non -credit classes, but actual 
degree programs for ad ults who were looking for a second chance at 
education. Using his experience, informed by data from national and 
state studies on ad ult education, Regis' program started out on a firm 
foundation of academic and experiential expe rtise. 
The response was immedia te and almost overwhelming. In spite of 
some growing pains, the program took off. In months, the program in 
Colorado pring wa serving 180 ad ul t students in the Regis Career 
Education Program (RECEP I), most of them military personnel. The 
Denver campu began calling its program RECEP II . Corporations look-
ing for educational options for their employees started offering tuition 
assistance. Although the program continued to develop through the 
1980s, the interest and enthusiasm of students never flagged. 
Across the Front Range,· o ther campuses were founded and 
corporation such as Coors, Gates, Western Electric, Storage Tek and 
IBM offered facilities fo r their employees to take Regis U niversity courses 
on site. 
With Regis' designation as a University in 199 1, the newly . 
christened School for Professional Studies moved into the former Regts 
High School building now called the Adu lt Learning Center (ALC). 
W. h · · · ' ffi d eting space the school tt more factlltle , cla srooms, o ces an me ' 
continued to grow. In 1993, the University W ith out Walls, forme~ly part 
of the Loretto Heights College curricu lum, became the base for t e 
master of liberal rudies program. That same year, W illiam Husson f ~~~ 
had worked in the RECEP program since 1982, was named dean o d. 
'T' d' . · · h 'n SPS· the undergra u-lOOay, there are three primary tv tstons wtt 1 · d 
h 20 d e programs; the gra uate ate studies clivi ion, offe ring more t an egre 
Center for the 
Study of Accelerated Learning 
In 1996, Regis formalized its commitment to 
ensuring academic rigor with the founding of the 
Center for the Study of Accelerated Learning, 
helmed by Dr. Raymond Wlodkowski. This 
research center is devoted to discovering what 
teaching methods and classroom structure work 
best for the adult student as opposed to the 
traditional-age college student. It also tracks 
students and alumni of such courses to verify how 
long they retain the knowledge they learn through 
these methods. 
With the rise of the Internet in the late 
1990s, research at the center also began 
focusing on the effectiveness and power of the 
World Wide Web to enhance distance learning, 
seen by many as the wave of the future. 
Over the past eight years, the center has 
been at the forefront of serious academic and 
statistical research in the fi eld of ad ul t 
continuing education. Its fi ndings conclude that 
the "accelerated" model advocated by Dean John 
Brennan was indeed the most efficacious for 
students in their professional years, and that the 
compression of the semester system for these 
students increased knowledge retention to a 
significant degree. 
Other research at the center has helped the 
University develop curricu la for online education 
courses that have become a model for the higher 
education community. 
The center has participated for the past 
several years in conferences around the United 
States designed for institutions and facu lty 
developing programs for the adult learner. It was 
recognized by The Lumina Foundation for 
Education with a $750,000 grant in 2003. 
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studies division, offering seven programs, including the MBA; 
and the teacher education division, offering undergraduate 
and graduate licensure, certification and degrees. More than 
13,000 adult students attend night, weekend and online 
classes. 
A large part of the success of SPS is its process of 
developing curricula to ensure that the highest standards of 
academic quality and Jesuit principles are incorporated into 
every course. 
Regis has become a national model for adult programs in 
the higher education community. Among the 28 Jesuit 
institutions, 24 now offer their own adult education programs. 
It's the Jesuit mission in action. 
"Ignatius believed that God is in all things. That radical 
notion led the Jesuits into new territory where they weren't 
afraid to try new methods, to look into new ideas, in pursuit of 
their goals," said Steve Jacobs, assistant vice president for the 
School for Professional Studies. "Regis was willing to go into 
the world of adult learning because we knew that lives would 
be changed for the better through this effort. I believe Ignatius 
would be pleased." 
MBA was first graduate program 
President David M. Clarke foun ded 
another initiative in 1979, which at first was 
seen as a very separate program from the 
degree-completion adult education effort: the 
master of business administration. This was 
to be the very first graduate degree program 
offered by Regis. 
Over the years, it has become one of the 
largest and most respected MBA programs in 
Colorado, known for its innovation, academic 
rigor, and use of professionals and entrepre-
neurs as classroom facilitators. Its online 
division has garnered accolades and alumni 
from across the Un ited States and nationally. 
The MBA was a precursor, because now 
Regis University offers graduate programs 
in the computer science, non-profit 
management, education and health fields. In 
2004, the first Regis doctoral degree candi-
dates graduated from the Rueckert-Hartman 
School for Health Professions, in physical 
therapy. 
First MBA graduates celebrate on the 
steps of Main Hall. 
.t 
~' 
Modern approach maintains traditional Jesuit values 
Ignatius Loyola was the ultimate non-traditional 
student. He was a 35-year-old learner at the University of 
Paris before founding the Society of Jesus (the Jesuits) in 
1540. Within 10 years, his order had founded more than 
30 universities across Europe. 
"We've always considered the SPS programs as a 
dramatic new outreach for Jesuit education," said William 
Husson, vice president and academic dean of the School 
for Professional Studies. "The challenge is to translate the 
new mediums and modes of instruction we're using to 
incorporate the values of a traditional Jesuit education. 
We've worked at it long enough to know more about what 
works and what doesn't than anyone else in the field, I 
believe." 
SPS moves at a speed surprising in academic circles, 
often taking a proposed new course from consideration to 
the classroom in less than a year. In fact, the administra-
tion and faculty take pride in SPS's entrepreneurial 
approach to providing quality education to adult, working 
professionals. 
Academic rigor and Jesuit values go hand in hand 
with SPS, according to Husson. 
"When we lay out our curriculum, we look to identify 
where various value and e thics components can be 
embedded," he said. "Because many of our students will be 
doing degree completion programs, transferring in to 
upper-division undergraduate programs, we make sure that 
the Jesuit values are included in all leve ls, in all degree 
programs." 
SPS can do this, and still bring new programs to 
students with an amazingly quick turn-around, because 
curriculum is developed in a unique way. Instead of 
individual professors designing their own course, faculty 
teams, made up of faculty and instructional designers, 
meet together and develop courses using the expertise 
from all involved. Included at the start is consideration of 
academic theory, content, Jesuit mission and -particularly 
unique- delivery. Instead of the assumption that classes 
will be taught by a lecturer, SPS course development is 
designed with flexibility in mind. Classes are generally 
taught by "facilitators" - instructors with either a Ph.D. or 
master's degree who are professionals in the fields they 
teach. They may be delivering the classes in four-hour time 
frames one night per week; in eight-hour sessions over 
consecutive weekends; in 12-hour marathons; or online in 
sessions that aren't even conducted in "real-time." And 
Father Clarke and SPS 
David M. Clarke, S.J., isn't a status quo kind of guy. 
"I look at learning opportunities," he said. "We need to 
always consider, 'what do the learners need?' and then do our 
duty - that is, our mission to educate." 
That vision led Father 
Clarke to become one of the 
foremost innovators in higher 
education in the United 
States, attested as early as 
1993 in a front-page Wall 
Street Journal article that 
touted Father Clarke and 
Regis University for a 
"customer-oriented" approach 
to adult learners. 
"I don't think of SPS as a 
separate unit, really, as much 
as a structure that can let us 
meet people's needs as those 
needs change," he said 
recently. "Regis has three very 
different sets of customers: 
the maturing teen-ager, the 
health professional and the 
adult learner. Each requires 
different structures, that's all. 
The end goal of education 
and leadership is the same." 
Father Clarke is deeply 
sympathetic to the difficulties 
that adults face when they 
decide to finish a degree: 
"Going back to school is often 
a terrifying proposition. After all, people usually leave in the 
first place due to some difficulty in their lives;' he said. "We 
need to welcome them as colleagues, link arms with them, so 
we're all learning, all the time." 
Today, Father Clarke is immensely pleased with the 
continuing success of SPS, evidenced in the outstanding 
alumni the school has produced. "We at Regis really get our 
kicks out of preparing leaders in the service of others;' he said. 
"The pride of our adult learning programs is we see this 
happening in the lives of our people even before they march 
across the stage for their diploma:' 
Much more information about Clarke's contribution to the 
founding of SPS and about Regis University history in 
general can be found in Beyond the Crest of the West, 
by Regis University history professor Ron Brockway, 
published in 2003. To order the two-book set, contact the 
Office of Public Affairs at 303-458-3544. 
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yet, all the material 
must be presented to 
the student, regard-
less of how it's deliv-
ered. 
Regis also is the 
first Jesuit institution 
to hire a full-time 
Service Learning 
coordinator for its 
adult students. The 
faculty in SPS are very receptive and involved in providing 
Service Learning opportunities for their students. 
Most of the faculty are not full-time and most aren't 
originally academic professionals, instead teaching within 
their corporate area after undergoing a thorough screening 
and training program called faculty assessment. They all 
participate in a retreat on Jesuit values before they begin to 
teach because many are not immediately familiar with the 
Jesuit model. And yet, the level of enthusiasm among the 
faculty for the Jesuit values of leadership building amid 
ethical ideals is especially strong. 
In the Service Learning program, adult students are 
involved in community projects and then reflect on that 
involvement in their classes and through their papers. 
"I think it is notable that adults are not only willing to do 
this, but they bring incredible talents and resources to their 
Service Learning projects," said Steve Jacobs, assistant vice 
president of SPS. "A 38-year-old computer science graduate 
student who develops a networking system for a nonprofit as 
part of a Service Learning project is going to not only provide 
a crucial, terrific service for those who need it, but is also 
going to get out of it 
a sense of leadership 
and commitment 
that complements 
the academic 
degree." 
Graduating 
students are bearing 
this out, Husson 
said. He referred to 
the hundreds of SPS 
student evaluations 
that have expressed 
deep appreciation for 
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core religion and philosophy classes required of every Regis 
University student. 
"They are self-reporting that they feel the Jesuit values-
centered portion of their Regis education was key to their 
feeling of getting an excellent education," he said. "This is 
without prompting, so we're feeling that we are being 
successful where it really counts." 
Meanwhile, new degree programs for both undergraduate 
and graduate studies are being considered regularly. Just 
introduced is a new undergrad uate degree in public adminis-
tration. An international partnership in computer science and 
another partnership in international business administration 
started this year with universities in Ireland. 
"Our approach is, 
if we can't provide 
the content and 
quali ty that Regis 
demands in its 
programs, we won't 
offer it," said 
Husson. "Our 
standards are very 
high. But I think 
that the future of 
higher education will 
demand that we 
continue on this 
" course. 
Jacobs is 
particularly pleased 
that the Ign atian ideals of service, leadership and innovation 
are exemplified in SPS. 
"Ignatius coined the phrase, ' the world is our house,' " 
Jacobs said. "He sent Jesuits across the globe in his lifetime. 
He wanted no Jesuits in monas teries. He would have given 
his eyeteeth for the opportunity of distance learning we have 
today." 
The generation of people younger than 40 are 
comfortable with technology that has revolutionized 
education, he pointed out. 
"The world has just changed," he said. "The Jesuits have 
thrived because they've adapted to the culture in which they 
find themselves. Now we're in a digital culture. It's exciting to 
see us adapting to that without losing touch with our mission 
and personal service outreach. It's a promising future." 
.. 
Core Curriculum for SPS Undergraduate Programs 
The core educa tional experience at Regis University seeks 
to provide all undergraduate students with a Jesuit liberal arts 
· education. The core courses are designed to engage students in 
an academic environment that models and nurtures the beliefs, 
commitments and goals that are central to Jesuit liberal arts 
education. 
The core educational experience in all three schools is 
characterized by: development of the whole person ; academic 
challenge; liberal arts foundation ; in tegration; ethical inquiry 
and refl ection; spirituali ty and religion ; concern for justice; 
global awareness; and leadership. 
Inspired by Catholic tradition and Ignatian spirituality, the 
core educational experience at Regis celebrates the essential 
goodness of the world and the joy of learning. 
Alumni offered networking breakfasts 
The School for Professional Studies was 
designed for non-trad it ional students, and so a 
non-tradit ional relationship with the alumni has led 
the Regis University community to experiment in its 
attempts to embrace and engage them. 
"Many alumni programs are designed to keep 
former students connected to the physical location of 
their alma mater," said Dean Laatt, director, University 
Relations, SPS. "What we're learning is that SPS 
graduates feel community in a different way -
through their faculty, their fellow students and their 
degree programs. We want to make sure they know 
we want to stay in touch and invite them to remain 
part of the family." 
Based on alumni requests, Regis now is offering 
a series of business networking breakfasts, and 
will soon offer brown bag lunches for more 
networking possibilities. Alumn i will receive e-mailed 
invitations to these events, so a current e-mail 
address is necessary in order for University Relations 
to reach them with this information. 
Today, there are three full-time dedicated staff 
members in University Relations who are making an 
effort to meet with SPS alumni one-on-one. These 
meetings have resulted in finding representatives 
who help to get their fellow alumni involved in Regis 
events and programs. "So far we have about 30 indi-
vidual alums working within their degree 
programs to help SPS alumni reconnect with Regis,• 
Laatt said. 
If you are an SPS alum and would like to get 
more involved, call Mary Brozovich, Alumni and 
Parent Relations, at 303-458-3536. 
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Former Ranger standouts Tichota, Levering, Carney and 
Newton realize dream of playing professional baseball 
20 1 
Three forme r Reg is University baseball players 
were selected in the 2004 Major League Baseball 
First-Year Player Draft in June, and a fourth signed a 
free-agent contract in August. 
Players selected in the draft are Clay Tichota 
(17th round, Oakland Athletics, 51 7th overall), Matt 
Levering (22nd round, Cincinnati Reds, 648th 
overall) and Frederic Carney (33rd round, Anaheim 
Angels, 983rd overall). All three completed their 
col legiate eligibility with the Rangers in spring 2004. 
Andrew Newton, who also completed his collegiate 
eligibility for the Rangers this spring, signed a free 
agent contract to play professional baseball for the 
Anaheim Angels organization. 
"It is an exhi larating feeling to know that four 
players from Reg is University are going to get an 
opportunity to compete at the professional level,'' said 
Head Coach Dan McDermott, who just completed his 
fourth season at the helm. "The Ranger baseball 
program is very proud of Clay, Matt, Frederic and 
Andrew:' 
Tichota, a 6' 4", 21 0-lb. right-handed pitcher 
from Arapahoe High School, garnered First Team 
AII-RMAC accolades his final season whi le leading 
the RU pitching staff in wins (tied-7-4), ERA (3.18), 
games started (13), complete games (seven), innings 
pitched (82.0) and strikeouts (84). A Second Team 
AII-RMAC selection as a sophomore in 2002, Tichota 
is a th ree-time Academic AII-RMAC selection, as well. 
A 6'0", 195-lb. third baseman from Chatfield 
High School, Levering collected First Team NCAA 11 
All-American (ABCA) honors this spring. Selected as 
the 2004 RMAC Player of the Year, Levering also 
earned First Team NCAA II Al l-West Reg ion honors 
from both the ABCA and the NCBWA in 2004. 
Levering, who started all 50 games for Regis in 
2004, also garnered First Team AII-RMAC laurels 
and hit .507 (21 1 at bats) while establishing new 
single-season Ranger records for hits (1 07), triples 
Pictured, top to bottom, are: Clay Tichota, Matt 
Levering, Frederic Carney and Andrew Newton 
Fall2004 
(tied-eight) and RBI (87). An AII-RMAC Tournament 
selection, Levering f inished the 2004 campaign with 
71 runs, 22 doubles, 15 home runs, a .900 slugging 
percent and a .541 on-base percent. 
A Second Team AI I-RMAC selection in 2004, 
Carney, a 6'3", 21 8-lb. right-handed pitcher also an 
Arapahoe High School product, tied for the team lead 
in victories (7-4) th is spring while f inishing second on 
the staff in games started (tied- 12), complete games 
(3), inn ings pitched (79.0) and strikeouts (67). 
Honored as the RMAC's Freshman of the Year in 
2001 , Carney concluded his career as Regis' all-time 
career leader in vi ctories (26), inn ings pitched 
(292.1) and strikeouts (241 ). A Second Team AII-
RMAC and First Team AII -RMAC selection following 
his freshman and junior campaigns, respectively, 
Carney also is a three-time Academic AII-RMAC 
qualifier. 
Newton, a 6'2", 190-lb. outfielder who originally 
hails from Tucson, Arizona, was named to the 2004 
ABCA/Rawlings NCAA II Second Team All-West 
Reg ion squad, and was a Second Team AII-RMAC 
selection in 2004. During his senior season (49 
games played), Newton hit .472 (94-for-199) with 13 
home runs and 62 RBI. The owner of 63 runs scored, 
23 doubles (new RU single-season record) and five 
triples in 2004, Newton concluded his 
collegiate career as Regis' al l-time leader in hits 
(288), doubles (64) and RBI (161). A .41 6 career 
hitter duri ng his colleg iate playing days at Regis, 
Newton also ranks in the top f ive in the Ranger 
career record book in batting average, triples (12), 
home runs (26) and slugging percentage (.655). 
Selected to the AI I-RMAC Tournament Team in 2003 
and 2004, Newton also earned Academic AII-RMAC 
recogn ition in each of the past three seasons. 
Log on to the Regis University Athletics 
Web site, www.regis.edu/athletics, for the 
latest infomwtion on all of )'OUr fcworite 
Ranger teams. 
www. regis.edu/ athletics 
... 
Ranger volleyball team strives for excellence in 2004 
For just the second time in Head Coach Frank Lavrisha's 17 
years at the helm, in 2003 the Regis University vo lleyball failed to 
finish above the .500 mark (14- 16 overall, 11-8 in the Rocky 
Mountain Athletic Conference). Heading into the 2004 campaign, 
the Rangers look to regain their status as one of the top teams in 
the RMAC and in the Southwest Region. 
'Our team goal for 2004 is to finish higher in the RMAC 
standings than we did a season ago;' said Lavrisha, who has guided 
the Rangers to the NCAA II post-season 14 t imes during his tenure. 
'Regaining our long-standing tradition of being one of the most 
competitive squads in the conference is a goal that we will continue 
to strive for.' 
Senior outside hitter Holly Yamada, a First Team AII-RMAC 
selection following the 2002 and 2003 seasons, will again lead the 
Ranger attack with her explosive attacking and leaping ability. The 
team leader in kills (3.88 kpg) in 2003, Yamada also returns her 
powerful jump serve to the hardwood. 
Serving as tri-captains along with Yamada will be junior 
LaVanda Mireles (team-high 1.21 blocks per game in 2003) and 
senior Sarah Jackson (Second Team AII-RMAC). 
Mireles and Jackson, who comb ined for 2.36 blocks per game 
last fall, will look to comprise one of the top middle-hitting duos in 
the RMAC. Mireles, the tallest Reg is player at 6' 1 " , could likely see 
time as a right-side hitter during the 2004 season, as well. Jackson, 
according to Lavrisha, has an improved level of maturity and desire 
that could prove to be a valuable asset both on and off the court for 
2004·05 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL EARLY-SEASON SCHEDULE 
DATE OPPONENT TIME 
Nov. 16 UNIV. OF SOUTH DAKOTA 7:00p.m. 
Nov. 26·27 Colorado Christian Univ. Tournament 
Nov. 26 Angelo State 5:00p.m. 
Nov. 27 Western State 5:00p.m. 
Dec. 3·4 METRO STATE/ REGIS UN IV. COORS CLASSIC 
Dec. 3 Regis vs. MSU - Mankato (at Metro) 
Dec. 3 Bemidji State (at Metro) 
Dec. 4 MSU - Mankato vs. Metro State (at Regis) 
Dec. 4 BEMIDJI STATE 
Dec. 10 ADAMS STATE" 
Dec. 11 FORT LEWIS" 
Dec. 18 New Mexico High lands Univ." 
Dec. 20 CU - Colorado Springs" 
Dec. 31 -Jan. 1 Jesuit College Tournament (at Mobile, AL) 
Dec. 31 Loyola Univ. New Orleans 
Jan. 1 
Jan. 6 
Spring Hill College 
COLORADO STATE- PUEBLO' 
BOLO CAPS DENOTES HOME GAME 
'Denotes RMAC Game 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
5:30p.m. 
5:30p.m. 
5:00p.m. 
5:00p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
the Rangers. Sophomore Sheryl Fagerlund, who appeared in just 
nine matches during her first season, could vie for time at right-side 
hitter as well, and may see action in the middle should Mireles 
relocate to the opposite side. 
Junior Laura Bisio is the incumbent to start opposite Yamada 
at the other outside hi tter position. Freshmen Cassie Skipitis and 
Carol Lee Jefferson are top prospects to compete for backup time 
behind Yamada and Bisio. 
While sophomore Jessica Robinson handled a majority of the 
setting duties during the latter half of the 2003 campaign, freshman 
Nikki Peniata appears to have the inside track on landing the job this 
fall. A charismatic player who also owns an exceptional jump serve, 
Peniata will look to showcase her mature style of play and develop 
chemistry with her teammates as she learns the college game on 
the run. Freshman Catherine Perez, a libero/defensive specialist by 
trade, wou ld most likely be an adequate replacement at setter in a 
pinch. 
At the onset of the 2004 season, the Iibera spot wi ll be 
Robinson's to lose whi le third-year player Stephanie Bradac is the 
odds-on choice to start for Lavrisha at defensive specialist. 
Freshman middle hitter Savannah Leeper and sophomore outside 
hitter Rachel Ross (transfer from Virginia Commonwealth University) 
also are slated to be valuable additions in their first season in a 
Ranger uniform. 
2004·05 MEN'S BASKETBALL EARLY-SEASON SCHEDULE 
DATE OPPON ENT TI ME 
Nov. 5 University of Denver (exhibition) 8:00p.m. 
Nov. 8 University of Colorado (exhibition) 7:00p.m. 
Nov. 17 Johnson & Wales 7:00p.m. 
Nov. 20 Colorado State University 7:00p.m. 
Nov. 23 JOHNSON & WALES 7:00p.m. 
Nov. 26-27 METRO STATE/REGIS UNIV. ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLASSIC 
Nov. 26 Metro State vs. CU - Colo. Springs (at Regis) 5:30 p.m. 
Nov. 26 CSU- MONTEREY BAY 
Nov. 27 CU - Colo. Springs vs. Regis (at Metro) _ 
Nov. 27 CSU - Monterey Bay (at Metro) 
Nov. 30 COLORADO COLLEGE 
Dec. 1 BEMIDJI STATE 
Dec. 10 ADAMS STATE' 
Dec. 11 FORT LEWIS' 
Dec. 18 New Mexico Highlands Univ.' 
Dec. 20 CU - Colorado Springs' 
Dec. 29 DICKINSON STATE 
Jan. 6 COLORADO STATE- PUEBLO' 
BOLO CAPS DENOTES HOME GAME 
• Denotes RMAC Game 
Regis University 
7:30p.m. 
5:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30pm 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
5:30p.m. 
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'A Serious Conversation on the Future of the Church' Series 
22 I 
In October, Regis University's president will embark on an ambitious 
joumey to several cities to discuss a "serious" topic with Regis University alumni 
and parents. 
Father Michael ]. Sheeran, S.J., will visit nine citie · during a 
two-week period as part of the 2004-2005 Alumni/Parent ''A Serious 
Conversation on the Future of the Church" Series. 
During the week of October 23, Father Sheeran will speak in 
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha and t. Loui". He will 
return to the road during the first week of November to speak at four 
more cities- Cincinnati, Washington, D.C., ew York Cit) and Boston. 
Father Sheeran's presentation will focus on an arncle he crafted 
last year that was initially printed in the Denver Pose and subsequently 
in the fall 2003 issue of Human Development maga:inc, titled "Church 
Governance and the Educated Laity." 
"The first two dates- in Milwaukee and Omaha- are now firm," 
said Penny Dempsey St. John, executive director of the Office of 
Alumni and Parent Relations. "He'll speak in Milwaukee on October 
23 and in Omaha on October 24. We're still working on confirming the 
dates for the other cities as of press time." 
St. John said the series provides an excellent opportunity for the 
University president to interact with alumni and parent , and 
discuss a topic of tremendous interest to alumni. 
"We're delighted that Father Sheeran is available to participate in this series 
and we know the Regis community is excited to hear him speak," r. John said. 
Alumni in nine cities will receive invitations providing detatk Look for 
information about dates for other cities in future alumni mailings and check the 
alumni Web site. The series will continue through winter and next ·ummer. 
For more information about the series, call the Office of Alumni and Parent 
Relations at 303-458-3536. 
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ALUM NI NEWS 
Now it's even easier to 
help make a difference 
in students' lives by 
making a gift to Regis 
University online. 
It's easy and secure. Just go to www.regis.edu and click on the 
Giving to Regis link and follow the li nks to our secure online 
giving page. 
Please contact Brad Jessen Office of Annual Support Programs, 
at annualfund@regis.edu or' 303-964-3 61 0 w ith any questions. 
Alumni invited on a 'Quest for Immortality' 
Alumni, parents and friends of Regis 
University are invited to a special reception at 
the Denver Museum of Nature and Science to 
view the exhibit "Ouest for Immortality : 
Treasures of Ancient Egypt." The exhibit is the 
largest col lection of antiquities ever loaned by 
Egypt for display in North America. The collec-
tion includes a life-size reconstruction of the 
tomb of Thutmose Ill and an eight-foot-long 
wooden model of a pharaoh 's river ship, along 
wi th massive stone carvings, intricately painted 
coffins, and gold death masks. 
The Regis reception wi ll be 6:30-9:30 p.m. Friday, October 
15. Cost of the event is $40 in advance and includes entrance to 
the exhibit, hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar. Reserve your tickets 
as soon as possible. 
For more information, contact the Office of Alumni and 
Parent Relations at 303-458-3536 or a/umni@regis.edu. 
Bishop Hanifen to speak on papacy 
Bishop Richard Hanifen, RC '53, bishop emeritus of 
Colorado Springs, will be on the Lowell campus as part of the 
Catholic Studies Speaker Series sponsored by Regis University. 
In what promises to be a thought-provoking address, Bishop 
Hanifen wil l address "The Challenges of the Next Papacy:' The 
event is scheduled for Thursday, November 11 , at 7:30p.m. in the 
Science Building Amphitheater. 
Bishop Hanifen graduated from Regis University in 1953 with a 
bachelor of science in accounting and earned a bachelor of sacred 
theology from Catholic University 
while at the St. Thomas Seminary 
in Denver. In September 1966, 
he received his master's degree 
in guidance and counseling from 
Catholic University and was 
assigned to study at the 
University of the Lateran in Rome 
where he received his licentiate in 
canon law in 1968. He was 
installed as the fi rst bishop of 
Colorado Springs in 1984, where 
he served until his retirement on 
January 30, 2003. Bishop 
Hanifen has taught numerous 
classes at Regis over the years and remains a member of the Regis 
University Board of Trustees. 
For more information about Bishop Hanifen's address at 
Regis, contact the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations at 303-
458-3536 or alumni@regis.edu. 
ALUMNI NEWS 
Terry Thompson 
When faced with choosing just one toothpaste from among 
the dozens on the shelf, Terry Thompson, LHC '69, sometimes 
struggles and wishes for the life she had grown accustomed to in 
Kenya. That doesn't mean things are easy in Kenya, but life had 
a rhythm and a simplicity she f inds herself missing most days. 
Thompson returned earlier this year after two years working 
in Kenya for Lalmba, the African relief agency founded by Marty 
(Meagher) Downey, LHC '65, and 
her husband, Hugh. 
"It quickly became home; says 
Thompson. "It was simple and primi-
tive and it was very comfortable. You 
really don't need much." 
Although Lalmba offers medical 
services, Thompson, an emergency 
room nurse, went to Kenya as a 
social worker to help expand the 
services Lalmba offers to orphans. 
"They went to replace a boy at 
the school who had graduated and at 
the end of a day they had 1 00 
names and only one bed; Thompson says. 
That led to the realization that maybe there was a less-
expensive way than residential programs to reach more of the 
thousands in need. 
The culture in Kenya is such that most people live in multi-
generational compounds. "There isn't anyone who doesn't have 
someone else's orphan child living in their compound," Thompson 
explains. 
Living in the Lalmba compound on the shore of Lake 
Victoria, adjacent to the fishing village of Matoso, Thompson 
helped set up RCAR, or Reaching Children at Risk, a program 
designed to help children orphaned by the AIDS epidemic remain 
in their compounds but receive food, clothing and medical care, 
as well as education. 
RCAR grew by leaps and bounds under Thompson's direc-
torship. In its infancy when she arrived, the program had just 121 
students. When she left two years later, there were 986 enrolled. 
Now she has turned it over to the African staff. 
Almost her entire life Thompson had planned to go to Africa 
to do missionary work. One day, she realized her four sons were 
grown and "there was nothing hold ing me back," she says. 
Although her work helped others, Thompson says she also 
gained from the experience. "It's empowering to go to what you 
perceive is a different culture and to feel at home there. What you 
think are cultural differences are not - what you laugh and cry 
about are all the same.• 
Back in Denver, Thompson is once again serving on the 
Regis University Alumni Board and is enjoying her own extended 
family: Sean and his wife, Julie, and their children Hope, Ellie and 
Will; Tim and his wife, Katie, and their sons Connor, Brendan and 
Seamus; Patrick; and Ryan and his wife, Nicki, and their sons Tyler 
and Michael. 
Italy tour available to RU alumni 
Regis University alumni are invited to join 
current students and other members of the 
Regis community for the Regis Italy Tour: 
Rome and Tuscany, May 22 through June 3, 
2005. 
Spend 11 nights living 'Ia dolce vita• while 
exploring the rich artistic, architectural, scenic 
and culinary treasures found only in the heart 
of Italy. Experience first-hand the achieve-
ments of Italian artists under the guidance of 
experienced Regis tour directors. 
This informal learning adventure will take 
participants through guided museum tours 
and cathedral visits in Rome, Florence, Orvieto, 
Siena and Pisa - plus plenty of free time for 
exploring or shopping. 
The tour is open to all members of the 
Regis community and their famil ies and 
friends. It's also possible to earn Regis under-
graduate credit. 
Cost is $2,995 and includes: 11 nights in three- or four-star 
hotels, breakfast buffet daily, four dinners, three lunches, museum 
fees, inter-city transport, guided walking tours, and the services of an 
on-site tour director and experienced art history and food guide. 
Round-trip air fare is extra; group rates are available from Denver. 
Enrollment deadline is February 1, 2005, and space is limited to 20 
participants. 
For more information, contact Joe Giacalone, tour director and 
guide, at 303-458-4184, or e-mail: jgiacalo@regis.edu. 
Regis University license plates 
Show your Regis pride everywhere you drive by being among 
the f irst to put new Regis University license plates on your vehicles. 
Interest from 500 people in Colorado is needed to move Reg is 
University closer to making these license plates a reality. Once 500 
people have expressed their interest and final approval has been 
given from the State of Colorado, these specially designed plates 
featuring Reg is' seal and name will be produced and potentially 
avai lable in early 2005. 
Alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff and friends of Regis 
University who are residents of Colorado are eligible to purchase 
these special license plates. 
Once the plates are available, order forms will be mailed. There 
wil l be a one-time $25 processing fee from the state (in addition to 
regular registration fees). 
1@., sj~ ~~S\' ' Let the CO:l ~.~ .-1 ~S \}~\\1 Reg is Un ivers1ty ~~G Office of Alumni and 
Parent Relations know of your 
interest so that you can be counted 
in the 500 initial names. Call the office at 
303-458-3536 or e-mail alumni@regis.edu. It's important to 
Include both your name and county. 
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Bert Semler, RC '35, is still enjoying the benefits of a 
Regis education. 
'50s 
Lawrence Purcell, D.D.S., RC '54, retired from his den-
tal practice in March 2004. He provided general den-
tistry for 43 years, assisted by his wife, JoAnn, as office 
manager for the last 25 years. Also, each of his six chil-
dren worked in one capaci ty or another during their 
school years. Larry and JoAnn hope to visit more fre-
quently with their children and 10 grandchildren, who 
have settled from Santa Barbara, California, to 
Germantown, Maryland, and locations in between. 
'60s 
Richard Ostberg, RC '63, married Lorraine de 
Cruz-Rabier, on August 26, 2003. She is from England 
and India. Thomas P. Kresler, RC '69, retired after a 
30-year sales career and moved to Winter Park, 
Colorado, where he and his wi fe own and manage rental 
condominiums. His retirement has allowed h1m to follow 
one of his true passions, cooking. He went to cul1nary 
school for two years and is now a chef. 
'70s 
Mike Paulino Ill, RC '72, was inducted into . the 
Colorado Nursery Association Hall ofFame by receiVIng 
a Lifetime Ach ievement Award. Mike IS VICe president of 
Paulino Gardens Greenhouse Nursery and Gardheln 
Center of Denver. He and his wife, Diane, have t"':o c I -
d M·ke IV and Stephanie Paul ino. Debora (Kmney) ren, 1 · t f cal serv1c-
s II . RC '74 is working as dlrec oro so I . u 1van, • . d ast Ma1ne 
es for a critical access hospital '" owne 
1 
k ' 
located right at the Canadian ~~~~~~;~~ ~:~u~~r a: 
part-time for the Department 0 . 
t d border protection off1cer. a cus oms an 
'80s 
William "Bill" Crowley, Jr., RC '82, has been working 
as an independent commodities and stock trader and 
financial consultant since 1982. Mark Johnson, RC 
'82, was named 2003-2004 Secondary Teacher of the 
Year by the Colorado League of Charter Schools for his 
work in developing the Learning to Potential program at 
Academy Charter School. Mark will be returning to his 
elementary education roots after a decade of secondary 
education. Seven of Mark's former students now attend 
Reg is University. Shiela Koppenheffer, SPS '84, grad-
uated from the University of Denver School of Law in 
1988 and is teaching online courses for the University 
of Phoenix Graduate School of Business Management. 
Monica McAvoy, RC '84, is living in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
with her 4-year-old daughter, who keeps her both busy 
and happy. Dwight Buttman, SPS '85, works with 
Dental Health Products. He and his wife, Connie, have 
two sons, Jacob and Dwight Jr. The fami ly enjoys RVing 
and snowmobiling. Laura L. (Schmidt) Kuhl, RC '87, 
works at National Jewish Medical and Research Center 
assisting the chief financial officer and the entire 
finance department. She is considering pursuing an 
online MBA at Reg is in healthcare management. She is 
very active musically at her church and is chairing one 
committee and co-chairing another. She lives with her 
husband, Daniel, and children Rachel, Justin and 
Mikaila. Pamela J. Smith, SPS '88, recently was hired 
as senior vice president for loan review and credit 
administration at First Community Bank. Laura L. 
Locke, RC '89, recently returned to the practice of law 
after two years off with her children, and opened her 
own firm. She also volunteers as a court appointed spe-
cial advocate (CASA) for children in Jefferson County, 
Colorado. 
'90s 
Daniel P. Barry, SPS '93, has been named co-chair of 
the Investment Companies and Advisors committee for 
the Boston Bar Association. He is the vice president 
and assistant general counsel of Baring Asset 
Management, Inc, which is the North American arm of 
an international investment group that manages more 
than $32 billion of assets on behalf of clients 
worldwide. Cindi (Roupp) Harding, RHSHP '93, 
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Jerome Davis 
Jerome Davis, SPS '87/'96, lives his life with the simple but 
extremely effective philosophy of no excuses. "Go out and do your 
best." he said. "If you fail, keep your head high and move forward." 
That philosophy has helped Davis reach significant 
milestones during his 41 years, 
including earning an MBA and a 
bachelor's degree in f inance and 
computer information systems 
from Regis; having a strong and 
happy marriage and family; 
making a difference in the com-
munity; and achieving profession-
al success during a 20-year stint 
with energy giant Xcel Energy. 
"I'm where I wanted to be,• 
Davis said, who is a community 
service manager for Xcel Energy. 
Davis attributes the educa-
tion he received at Regis University with helping him achieve his 
goals and succeed in life. 
"I loved the experience at Regis," the Denver native and 
George Washington High School graduate said. "I left a 
scholarship to come to Regis due to the class size and the 
philosophy at Regis. Regis was about thinking critical thought and 
asking questions. And Regis instills values. I love the faculty, 
campus, programs and students~ 
Davis, who is blessed with an engaging personality, obvious 
intelligence and quiet confidence, began his career at Xcel in 
1984, working in substation engineering. He worked in several 
management positions in corporate accounting, was a regional 
sales executive in direct account sales and supplier diversity 
manager prior to his current position. While working as the 
supplier diversity manager Davis increased the use of small 
businesses, and minority- and women-owned businesses. 
Family also plays a significant role in Davis' life and success. 
He calls his parents the most influential role models in his 
personal life and gives credit to his former wrestling coach for 
positively influencing him on the professional side. 
"My dad was stern and had a military background while my 
mom was caring and was always looking to help out others,• Davis 
said. "I got a lot from both of them. And Larry Tarver, my wrestling 
coach, was a tremendous individual and leader." 
His immediate family - whom he lovingly refers to as the 
JED family- obviously is significant in his life. The JED tag was 
coined because everyone in the family, save for his wife, Jackie 
Yvonne, share those same initials in their names (their children 
are Jasmine E., 12, and Jordan Edward, 8). 
Community involvement is another important staple of Davis' 
life. He is chair of the Rocky Mountain Minority Supplier 
Development Council and vice-chair of the Denver Chapter of the 
American Association of Blacks in Energy. He also serves on the 
boards of the Colorado Women's Chamber of Commerce, 
Diversity Initiatives Forum and the Edison Electric Institute's 
minority Business Development Committee. 
graduated f rom the University of Colorado in August 2002 with a 
master of science as a critical care clinical nurse special ist. This fall, 
she is beginning a post-master's degree program in nurse anesthe-
sia at Vi llanova University. Cindi lives in Maryland with her husband, 
Mike, an EMS helicopter pilot. Dennie Bryant, RC '94, is a first-year 
medical student. George Cooper, SPS '94, is a management 
consu ltant and oversees risk management for the city of Durango, 
Colorado. He is the published author of Chocolate Choices, a book 
about American values and universal principles, and is the chairman 
of disaster services for the American Red Cross in Southwest 
Colorado. Corey Flanagan, RC '94, is assisting the Reg is Un iversity 
volleyball program as an assistant coach/operation coordinator at 
the Lowell campus. His past jobs include posit ions as team manag-
er for the USA Men's National Volleyball program based at the 
Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, resident coordinator 
for Denver's Catholic Charities Samaritan House, and acting social 
ministries director for the Jesuit Volunteer Corps at St. Louis 
University in Missouri. He also is a full-t ime father and part-time vol-
unteer for the Holy Ghost sandwich line in downtown Denver, as 
well as the class representative for the Reg is class of 1994. He and 
his wife, Missy Mish, live in Denver with their daughter, Norah 
Rosemary. Stephanie (Nevin) Fumia, RC '96, married Jim Fumia 
of Hibbing, Minnesota, on August 22, 2003, in Evergreen, Colorado. 
Jim is a RN at Lutheran Hospital in Wheat Ridge and Stephanie is 
a juvenile corrections counselor for the Colorado Division of Youth 
Corrections. They have a home in Evergreen. Erin McGraw, 
RHSHP '96, recently published her f irst book, Journey of the 
Terminal Ill -- Through the Eyes and Heart of a Hospice Nurse. 
The book tells the stories of hospice patients and describes what it 
is like to be a hospice nurse. Heather (Meiklejohn) Mack, RC '96, 
lives in Seattle with her husband, Paul, and daughter Laura Johanna 
Mack. She is a wedding officiant for the state of Washington. She 
also is a spiritual director with a master's degree in pastoral studies 
f rom Seattle University. Sgt. Daniel J. McNasby, RC '97, and Sonja 
(Pressnitz) McNasby, RC '97, were married July 3, 199g, and 
have a son, Aidan, born January 17, 2003. Dan is serving in the mil-
Itary at FBO Camp Kalsu, which is 25 miles south of Baghdad near 
the town of lskandariyah. Travis Reid, RC '97, and his wife, 
Jennifer, have three daughters and live in Parker, Colorado. He is 
employed at Toll Brothers as a project manager. He has been in land 
acquisition for the last three years. Paul Bauer, RC '98, has 
received a doctor of medicine from the Medical College of 
Wisconsin on May 21 , 2004. He will begin a pediatrics residency in 
the Medical Col lege of Wisconsin Affil iated Program at Chi ldren's 
Hospi tal of Wisconsin. Raul Abad, RC '98, SPS '99, has joined the 
Phoenix-based law firm of Gust Rosenfeld. He practices in the area 
of creditors' rights and related litigation, including Chapter 7 and 
Chapter 13 bankruptcy matters and trustee issues. Jason Beyer, 
RC '99,. entered the Society of Jesus on August 17, 2003, in the 
Cal1forn1a Province. He completed an MA in theology at the 
Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, Californ ia, in 2003. 
'OOs 
Rita M. Merrigan, MAE '00, is taking a Fulbrig ht teacher's 
exchange to Bogota, Colombia, for the school year. She wi ll teach 
Englrsh as a foreign language to second- and th ird-grade students 
at a small, private girls school. A teacher from there wil l come to 
teach m Colorado and live in her apartment. Jennifer Ferro, RC '01, 
1s in the Mountain Kingdom of Lesotho in Southern Africa as a vol-
un!eerwith the United States Peace Corps. She is working wi th chi l-
dren who do not have access to books or other learning materi als 
and 1s hoping to build a library where students can learn to read 
English. Jeremy Geer, RC '01 , is working at IBM and recently was 
promoted as a technical solution manager. H e moved into a new 
home in Thornton, Colorado, thanks to fellow alum, Ryan Parker, 
RC '99, who was his real estate agent. J.J. Ries, RC '01, moved to 
Ch1cago after graduation and worked as an events coordinator for 
a sports marketing f irm. She traveled and hosted events such as 
The Frnal Four and the U.S. Open. She recent ly moved home to 
M1nnesota, working as a sales executive for Connectivity Solut ions. 
Amy Tobias, SPS '01 , recently was hired as vice president of non-
profr! communications for Hirons & Company Communications. 
Prev1ously, she worked as an account coordinator for the American 
Red Cross. Cheryl M. Dunne, RC '02, wil l attend Creig hton 
Unr.ersr!y School of Medicine in Omaha, Nebraska, this f all. 
Charolette (Wa lters) Carter, SPS '02, began work as the execu-
tive drrector of Posrtrve Tomorrows in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
Stephen F. Gambescia, SPS '03, has been named dean for grad-
uate and professronal stud ies at Cabrin i Co llege, Radnor, 
Pennsylvanra He has co-authored the book Managing a Public 
Speaker Bureau. He also recently publ ished an art icle in America 
magazrne: 'Diet for a Small Planet? Fat Chance." Victoria Gomez, 
SPS '03, began working in development at Escuela de Guadalupe 
shortly after graduation. Her days are spent juggling fund raising and 
admrnrstrative work, while sh ifting from Spanish to Engli sh and vice 
versa Alexander "ScottH Dennison, SPS '04, has accepted 
admrssion to Stetson University College of Law. 
LOREno HEIGHTS COLLEGE 
'50s 
~lm i ra Smith Wilkey, LHC '58, recently had her P,ainting: 
llluminatron' accepted for the art show, Throug h A Woman s E yes . 
Images of Women by Women at Saint Xavier Un iversrty rn Chrcago. 
Sh I I . . 
easo has her own studro Stud io Sans Serif, in lll rnors. 
I 
'80s 
Jan (Waldroop) Pederson LHC '68 married her h igh school 
SWeeth . ' . . ' July 1 2004. 
S eart, Brll Pederson from B rllr ngs, Montana, on ' hew 1 b . ' . c and Northern Ch 1 e frshrng, kayaking and teach rng the row 
eyenne Indians on the Brg Horn River in Fort Smrth, Montana. 
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Andy Rodriguez 
Andy Rodriguez, SPS '97, knows what it's like to grow up in 
a tough neighborhood with few role models. 
As a kid, Rodriguez lived in a world where money was scarce 
and the odds were stacked against Hispanic kids from East 
Denver. After graduating from Manuel High School, he earned his 
associate's degree in civil drafting, which landed him a drafting 
job at an oil and gas exploration company. 
As he learned more about the petroleum exploration 
business, he took advantage of his company's tuition reimburse-
ment program and earned a bache-
lor's degree in computer geology 
from Metro State College of Denver. 
He eventually ended up with 
Petroleum Information Corp. as a 
geologic analyst 
Rodriguez has been promoted 
through the ranks to director of the 
program management office at what 
is now an international information 
and energy corporation named 
Information Handling Services (IHS). 
In 1997, he earned his MS in comput-
er information systems from the 
School for Professional Studies at Regis. By year's end, he 
expects to complete his Ph.D. dissertation at Capella University 
titled "The Relationship between Project Management and 
Strategic Management for Organizations.' 
Reflecting on his professional experience, Rodriguez realized 
that the skills he uses every day at work as a project manager can 
be useful for inner-city kids wanting to make more of their lives. 
Before he began his doctoral program, Rodriguez consulted 
with Junior Achievement, a non-profit organization that teaches 
young people about free enterprise and business. On behalf of 
the organization, Rodriguez volunteered to teach an eight-week 
class on "Strategies for Success" at his alma mater. 
When he entered the classroom at Manuel High, he was met 
with mutters of displeasure and even obscenity. In an attempt to 
settle the unruly class, he asked that they give him five minutes 
to explain why he was there. 
"There are three reasons why I am here; he said. "First, I 
respect you for being in school today. Second, I care about each 
of you.' 
"Third; he continued, "I believe in you and I know you can be 
anything you want to be in life if you put your mind to it, but you 
must start today. I graduated from this same school and I know 
some of the challenges and struggles you face. I discovered high-
er education was a good way to overcome those challenges and 
you can, too.' 
By the time the program ended, the mood had changed. 
Several students even asked when he would be coming back to 
teach again. 
"It's important for these students to have good role models, 
and 1 hope I can be part of that for them," he says. "My theory is 
that students learning basic project management skills can then 
apply those ~kills to jobs ... or m~ybe apply those skills as they 
continue !herr JOUrney rnto college. 
Class Notes 
John McGee 
There's one room in John McGee's home that unequivocally 
reveals his love for football and the tremendous success he 
achieved during a sterling high school and college career. 
From a blue, red and white all-star football jersey bearing #3 
to autographed pictures of Hall of Famers Johnny Unitas and Jim 
Thorpe, the room is an 
intriguing display of McGee's 
accomplishments on the grid-
iron and his interaction with 
the game's greats. Nearly 
every spot on all four walls is 
covered with memorabilia that 
serve as a reminder of his 
passion for the game. 
McGee's many accolades 
include being captain of the 
1940 Regis team, quarter-
back on the Catholic All-
American Team, a player in 
the 1941 College All-Star 
Football Game at Chicago's Soldier Field, and induction into the 
Regis University Athletic Hall of Fame in 1998. 
The 1942 Regis University alumnus is proud of his sports 
accomplishments - although he's quick to assure anyone explor-
ing his football shrine that the credit goes to his teammates. 
However, he is even more proud of his alma mater, of the Jesuits 
who educated him in the classroom and about life, and the many 
true friends he made. 
"If not for Regis I might not have been anything,• McGee said. 
"My whole life would be different I consider how lucky we were 
at Regis. They taught me everything." 
After graduating from Pio Nono High School in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, McGee came to Regis in 1938 at the end of the Great 
Depression and was team quarterback and an end. He often is 
credited with changing the fortunes of the Ranger football team 
- but again defers the credit to his teammates. 
"I came to Regis to play football but I had to do more. That's 
why I was lucky. We were lucky to have the Jesuits,• he said. 
"There were great priests there. Father Tran, who taught biology, 
took me under his wing and made me do what I needed to do~ 
He laughed when recalling the athletic prowess of the 
Jesuits at Regis during those early days. 'They had a softball 
team that could beat the heck out of us.• 
McGee made many friends at Regis, and he realized just 
what they thought of him on the day in 1942 when he left Regis 
to join the Navy. When he arrived at Union Station in Denver to 
board the train, McGee was surprised by the many Carroll Hall 
residents there to wish him well. lfs a moment he said he will 
never forget 
After receiving a bachelor of science in philosophy, McGee 
went on to coach at high schools in Wisconsin and Californ ia and 
collegiately at Marquette University. He earned a master of 
education from Marquette in 1960. 
'Coaching and teaching was my way of giving back," he said. 
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David Lowe, RC '93, and his wife, Kelly, 
recently had their first child, Ryan Patrick. 
Kelly (Williams) Moore, RC '96, and her 
husband, Jay, announce the birth of their 
triplets on March 5, 2004. Abigail Grace 
weighed 4 lbs. 2 oz., Sean Tadhg weighed 
5 lbs. 1 oz. and Maggie Elizabeth weighed 
4 lbs. 6 oz. They live in Phoenix, Arizona, 
where Kelly is a part-time kindergarten 
teacher and Jay is an aerospace engineer. 
Each day they go through 15 to 18 
bottles, at least 20 diapers and one can 
of infant formula. They are grateful for these 
wonderful new blessings in their lives. 
Melissa (Yantorno) LaRusso, '99, and her 
husband, Don, are pleased to announce the birth 
of their daughter, Ch iara Ann LaRusso. She was 
born at 2: 1 0 p.m. February 7, 2004, and weighed 
7 lbs. 2 oz. and was 20 1/4 inches long. She has 
brought thern much joy and happiness. 
In Memory of Joe Sunderland 
My brother Michael Joseph Sunderland was a faithful friend of 
Regis. Joe lived in San Jose, Cal iforn ia. On July 7, 2004, he entered 
eternal life, joining his children Maureen and Mark; his wife, Jane; 
his parents, Anna and Jim; his sister Pat Comcowich; and his Jesuit 
brother Bob. 
Mourning because we are human and rejo icing because we 
are Christian are his daughter Michele "Shelly" Castillo; his son 
Mike; his grandchildren Erin, Caitlin and Kevin Castillo; his sister 
Dorothy Schulte; and his Jesuit brother J im. 
The Sisters of St. Joseph taught him for eight years at St. 
Francis de Sales and the Jesuits taught him for eight years at Regis 
high school and college. He graduated from Denver Un iversity 
School of Commerce and then went into the Army Air Corps, where 
he was a captain. 
He taught night school at Regis College for many years. By 
then, many of his friends called him Mike. He worked in energy 
research plants in Colorado, New Mexico and California. In later 
years he was involved in church ministry, primarily in RCIA 
programs. 
A Vatican II Catholic, he was deeply devoted to the Eucharist, 
to Mary and the rosary; and quietly to many charities. A smiling 
person, a man of peace, he will be missed by relatives and friends, 
far and wide, tennis and poker players. 
On December 14, 1917, a gift came from God. On July 7, 
2004, that gift went home to God. 
God rest you, Joe. God give you eternal care, Mike. 
Father Jim Sunderland, S .J. 
1n Memo 
Cletus H. Charron, RC '32, March 28, 2004 
T. Raber Taylor, RC '33, March 29, 2004 
Mary Kathleen (Fitzpatrick) Nelan, LHC '35, March 21, 2004 
Ellen (Milan) Romansik, LHC '38, April 6, 2004 
Martha (Dea) McCarthy, LHC '39, March 4, 2004 
Michael Joseph Sunderland, RC '39, July 7, 2004 
Sr. Margaret Reidy, S.L., LHC '44, June 16, 2004 
Silvio H. Bottone, RC '45, April 16, 2004 
Melvina (Beiriger) Ford, LHC '50, March 21, 2004 
Rev. J. Timothy Lawless, S.J., RC '51 , May 17, 2004 
Mary (Troxel) Miller, LHC '52, May 1, 2004 
David Costello, RC '54, April 5, 2004 
Joseph P. Grace, RC '54, April 1 5, 2004 
Mary (Tallon) Greff, LHC '54, Apri l 24, 2004 
Dr. Eugene Sassano, M.D., RC '60, May 6, 2004 
Edward B. Coughlin, Jr., RC '63, July 26, 2004 
Dr. James P. Koning, D.D.S., RC '64, April 1 0, 2004 
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Sylvia (Devoe) Ricotta, LHC '65, June 14, 2004 
Dennis F. McCue, RC '66, April 8, 2004 
Patricia K. Brannin, LHC '67, April 13, 2004 
James W. (Bill) Bruskotter, Jr., RC '67, June 24, 2004 
David F. Siems, RC '68, July 18, 2004 
Mark D. O'Brien, RC '70, August 11 , 2004 
Walter G. Schill, RC '70, June 23, 2004 
Dean R. Zalesky, RC '70, June 27, 2004 
Ann (Quartararo) Simmons, LHC '71, March 24, 2004 
Louise (Morrell) Slade, LHC '74, July 31, 2004 
Mary E. (Ryan) Reinking, RC '76, June 9, 2004 
Thomas W. Tulley, RC '76, June 3, 2004 
John A. Koerner, SPS '85, May 16, 2004 
Peter J. Rooney, RC '86, May 8, 2004 
Lynn E. Feilmeier, LHC '88, June 26, 2004 
Alan W. Hehr, SPS '88, April 19, 2004 
Anna Wyn, SPS '92, May 23, 2004 
------------------------------------------------------------------..----------------
Alumni, what's new in your life, professionally or personally? Have you been 
promoted? Just retired? Received an award? Had a baby? We'd love to hear from 
you. Class Notes is one of the most popular features of our magazine, and we 
enJoy sharing your news. 
To send an update about yourself, here are a few basic guidelines: 
E-mail 
alumni@regis.edu 
Fax 
2 303-964-5531 
0 
To make room for everyone's news, we ask that you keep your 
Information to less than 75 words. Please be aware we may need to edit your 
1nformallon to conform to our editorial style. 
Because of limited space, we are unable to include photos. 
We do not run information about upcoming marriages, births or other 
occasions. Because things don't always work out as planned and because we 
have such a long time between issues, we prefer to share your happy news 
after the event has occurred. 
The best way to be sure we get your news right is to have it in writing, so 
we would prefer not to take information for Class Notes over the phone. 
z 
rn Mail 
rJ G Regis University 
:; Office of Alumni and Parent Relations, 8·18 
~ 3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, Colorado 80221·1 099 
-.E 
..0 
iil Web 
.8 Visit www.regis.edu, go to the Alumni page 
~ and click on "update information~' The 
~ submission area for Class Notes is at the 
bottom of the list. 
You may use this form to submit your Class Note 
-
----------------------------------------------------------CiassYear:. _________________ __ Name: -
Address:----------------------------------------------------------:-~---------------------E-mail:. _ _ ________________ _ Home Phone: ____________________________________ ______________ _ 
Degree: ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Class Note: _________________________________________________________________ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~- ...... _________ ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
Regis University I 29 
Science Building faces new challenge 
Throughout its 127-year history, Regis University has faced 
innumerable challenges. Now, Regis University is faced with a new 
challenge. 
When Regis first applied to the Gates Family Foundation for a grant, 
$3 million had already been raised for renovation of the Science Building. 
The Gates Family Foundation responded by challenging Regis to raise an 
additional $5 million by spring 2007. Once the challenge is met, the Gates 
Foundation will contribute $900,000 toward the project's $8.9 million total 
budget. 
"This is a rare opportunity for Regis," says Julie Crockett, 
vice president for University Relations. "With this challenge from the Gates 
Family Foundation, alumni and friends have a new incentive to serve the 
University through their 
financial support." 
When the Science 
_ _;~!Iii§~;;~~==~ Building opened in 1 966, 
students could choose 
among majors in biology, 
chemistry, physics and 
mathematics. Today, the 
science faculty teach 
majors and core classes in 
such advanced fields as 
bio informatics, molecular 
dynamics, environmental 
•m::ilil!llil.._..._ .... science, materials science, 
forensic chemistry, neuroscience, chaos theory and cryptology. The build-
ing also is used by nursing students in the Rueckert-Hartman School for 
Health Professions. 
The Science Building, however, has remained largely unchanged and 
is feeling the strain of nearly four decades of institutional growth, 
enhanced technologies and changing safety requirements. Renovation of 
the three-story facility will make dramatic changes to the interior of the 
structure. Significant changes will include remodeled teaching and 
research laboratories; modernized ventilation, electrical , disposal and gas 
systems; and new flexible, technologically advanced classrooms. 
Joan Betz, professor of biology, says renovation of the Science 
Building is a project long overdue. "Many of our science students had 
better facilities in high school," she says. "The renovation will allow us to 
build on our current strengths and better serve our students." 
The Gates Challenge will count toward "The Campaign for Reg is 
University, Writing the Next Chapter," the $75 million drive to enhance the 
intellectual, physical and spiritual infrastructure of Colorado's largest 
private university. 
For information on supporting the Gates Challenge, contact Julie 
Crockett, vice president for Univers ity Relations, at 303-458-4 1 60, or go 
to www.regis. edu/campaign. 
30 I Fal/ 2004 
The Boettcher Foundation: $15,000, 
Boettcher Opportunity Fund 
Ann B. Cvaniga: $35,000, Campaign Gift 
The Denver Foundation: $8,000, Lonnie 
Porter Leadership Academy 
The Daniels Fund: $12,500, Lonnie Porter 
Leadership Academy 
Diane and Charles P. Gallagher: $25,000, 
Diane & Charles Gallagher Fmmdation 
Scholarship 
Michael P. and Patricia J. Glinsky: $25,000, 
Campaign Gift 
Michael D., RC '53, and Ann P. Groshek: 
$10,000, Campaign Gift 
Ellen L. Guest, LHC '70: $50,029, Ellen L. 
Guest Endowed Financial Aid Fund 
Wdliam J., RC '69, and Kathleen J. Fortune: 
$10,000, Annual Fund 
N. Berne Hart: $25,000, Wilma Jean Hart 
Endowed Financial Aid Fund 
Helen K. & Arthur E. Johnson Foundation: 
$125,880, The Johnson Scholars 
Lumina Foundation for Education: $182,964, 
Center for Accelerated Learning 
Carol M. Malone: $23,500, Campaign Gift 
Monfort Family Foundation: $12,500, 
Lonnie Porter Leadership Academy 
James M., RC '68, and Patricia McNamee: 
$25,000, Annual Fund and Hooper Holmes 
Undergraduate Nursing Scholarship 
Donald W. and Karen L. Phillips: $20,000, 
Campaign Gift 
Marc R. Prass Estate: $446,822, Main Hall 
Renovation 
Vincent N., RC '49, and Marilyn Schmitz: 
$12,500, Campaign Gift 
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving: $10,000, 
The April Fund Scholarship 
Luisa A., RC '75, and Albert L. Staerkel: 
$10,000, Annual Fund 
Harry Trueblood Foundation: $12,500, The 
Harry Trueblood Foundation Scholars 
Eleanore Mullen Weckbaugh Foundation: 
$25,000, E.M. Weckbaugh Foundation 
Endowed Scholarship 
Wells Fargo: $50,000, Financial Aid Fund 
What originally brought you to Regis? 
!was assigned to teach theology, as we then called it. Headquarters in St. Louis 
uJd me that I was to take over the theology department and draw up a series of 
,nurses, and I did. I had just earned a doctorate in Paris, so I had a very "new 
[,rom" actiwde on the whole thing. I was treading on sacred ground to some of the 
l~uits. I wanted to give the students some serious theology and to have the courses 
~W1 seriously. It morphed into religious studies over 15 years, and I had 
'11.lllited several lay people to work with me. 
What was one of the most entertaining classes you ever taught? 
l joined the head of the English Department, Father Robert Boyle, and we 
:lll11l·raught a course on music analysis and appreciation. Our job was to analyze 
md the swdents' job was to appreciate! At that time every thing except science was 
mlnyola, so we had to teach it on Sunday nights when no one else was around 
l'recause of the sound of Mozart and others). It opened up a world that a lot of 
ttqJk had never looked into seriously. Many alumni still tell me they listen to that 
kmdof music. It was a marvelous experience in my own life and, I hope, for many 
them. 
Many people may not know you used to review the symphony - tell 
us about that. 
!critiqued the Colorado Symphony for the Catholic News and KVOD radio 
for lO years, and it was later picked up by the Rocky Mountain News. I did it 
lllltil l kft Colorado in 1975 to occupy a lectureship at Gonzaga. 
What was teaching SPS in Colorado Springs like? 
By the time I got there it had been in operation for several years so it was very 
~~fimctioning. I was the first resident Jesuit and Father Bart Geger, who was just 
!!ere, «'as only the second. I really enjoyed it and the faculty was very good. 
How has Vatican 11 changed your life? 
Vatican II emphasized something that had been a tradition of religious orders 
oog ago and that's hospitality, of being welcoming, especially to strangers . When I 
~~ Uved in Main Hall the Jesuit residence was forbidden territory in a very strict 
ii7Jse of the word. We were essentially cloistered. When we built Jesuit House, 
-~rermg hospitality was a very high priority for us, and to the good. We are now 
"m-e tike St. Ignatius envisioned. After we vacated Main Hall and came back to 
ookatitoccasionally, I realized how profoundly our lifestyle had changed, but my 
~of it was very, very pleasant. I liked living there. 
What do you do in your free time now? 
1 A lot of reading, a lot of listening to music. I also do Sunday Supp y, 
1lPecially at Church of the Risen Christ where the pastor is a loyal Regis alum. 
What do You like most about being alumni chaplain? 
l U . ld familiar faces (some of 
rea Y enJoy that it gives me a chance to see some 0 1' d ~who are indeed old now). A fair number of alumni know I'm around an:~ 
GJn see one another. One of the most important things in my life are the fnen 
made -some of them my students. 
Father Ed Maginnis, S.J. 
Father Edward L. Maginnis, S.J., taught 
theology and music at Regis University from New 
Year's Eve 1 957 to Labor Day 1979, when he was 
recruited by the new Provincial to do personnel 
work on Jesuit affairs at the Missouri Province 
office in St. Louis. Father Maginnis returned to 
Regis in August 1986, this time teaching religious 
studies at the Colorado Springs campus for the 
RECEP program, or what is now the School for 
Professional Studies. In 1996 he was "crowding 
74" and decided to retire. Then in September 
2000 he took on yet another role for Regis 
University: alumni chaplain, a position he 
continues to hold today. 
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